
BSAG Strategy Mapping 
A “decision tree” to logically identify and evaluate alternatives –
and to get strategic decisions taken faster and safer
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Cut 
operations

“down to 
size”?

Cut 
operations
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NOT REALISTIC, HIGH RISK:
- Product base presently not strong enough
- Sales force effectiveness now too low
- Market shares declining in many markets
- Profit contributions vary sharply
- Overheads too high in relation to sales
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share by 10 
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5% ROS”
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Objectives*

*Set only after thorough,   issue-
focused analysis: 
- Financial resources
- Human resources
- Potential by market
- Potential by segment
- Competitive strengths    
- Weaknesses
- Direct costs
- Minimum overheads
- Specific opportunities
- Costs of exploiting
- Current and potential risks
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costs – Discontinue all 
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Example:

BSAG client company with problems –
but some opportunities to exploit...

Expand 
quickly and 

signifi-

cantly?

Expand 
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Focus on 
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with real
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No

NOT NEEDED, RISKY:
- Better ways do exist
- Loss of market position
- Difficult to grow later

No

Pos-
sible

Diffi-
cult

Yes

No

Not
yet

Four main strategies 
seem possible

Several

“routes” to 
choose

Evaluation – Recommendation - Business Plan

Business Strategy BSAG will 
assist YOUR company in 

carrying out any step of the 
entire process - from issue 

analysis to Strategy Mapping 
and Business Plan

COSTLY, RISKY NOW:
-Sizable investments
- Integration problems
- Added risks

POTENTIAL FOR  LATER:
- High investments now
- Less focus on present
- Current skills sufficient ?

See BSAG’s website section on 
“Advanced Segmentation”
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